
Model. Studying rare decays at ultra 
high precision can probe an energy 
scale well beyond what is achievable 
even at the new generation of super
conducting proton colliders. 

The meeting showed that there is a 

broad based community interested in 
this physics which should moreover 
present a more coherent front to the 
funding agencies. For their part, 
LAMPF users will continue to discuss 
future plans for the Laboratory to 

provide a better focus in the broad 
context emphasized at the Workshop 

From David J. Ernst 
Chair, LAMPF Users Group 

Physics monitor 

We still love SUSY 

Supersymmetry, affectionately known 
as SUSY, is still the darling of theo
retical particle physics. Invented 
some 20 years ago, the charismatic 
idea really took off at the beginning of 
the 1980s. At the time, a workshop at 
CERN reflected the youthful enthusi
asm for these new ideas. 

Despite experimenters hunting high 
and low, and with theorists never 
wavering in their devotion, SUSY has 
remained aloof. However mature 
SUSY suitors are reluctant to aban
don their fascination. The continuing 
love affair was underlined in a latest 
CERN workshop - Ten years of 
SUSY confronting experiment' -
organized by John Ellis, Dimitri 
Nanopoulos and Aurore Savoy-
Navarro. 

Opening the meeting, CERN 
Theory Division Leader John Ellis 
reminded the audience of the basic 
motivations behind SUSY. 

The current Standard Model of 
physics uses the electroweak picture, 

unifying elèctromagnetisnn with the 
weak force, in tandem with the field 
theory of quarks and gluons (quan
tum chromodynamics - QCD). 

The next logical step is to unify 
QCD and the electroweak picture, in 
the same way that the latter unifies 
electromagnetism and the weak 
force. On paper this can be achieved, 
but the typical mass scale of the 
resultant Grand Unified Theory 
(GUT, where all the forces blend into 
one) is of the order 10 1 5 GeV, in stark 
contrast to the 100 GeV or so of the 
electroweak picture. This awesome 
chasm between one unification and 
the next - the 'Hierarchy Problem' -
is difficult to swallow. 

Constructing Grand Unified Theo
ries brings other problems. The 
Universe is expanding only very 
slowly, with its initial explosive Big 
Bang now stretched out into a gentle 
heave, requiring only a small 
'cosmological constant' to counter 
the pull of gravity. On their own, GUT 
field theories give an absurdly high 
value for this parameter. As well as 
making a more comfortable 
cosmological constant, SUSY also 

provides a natural scenario for 
particles with the relatively small 
masses we are used to. 

What is supersymmetry? Normally, 
particles come in two kinds - the 
quarks and leptons which are the 
source of the basic fields; and the 
photons, Ws, Zs, and gluons which 
carry the forces between these 
source particles. Quarks and leptons 
are 'fermions', obeying the quantum 
restrictions of the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle. The field particles on the 
other hand are 'bosons' with no such 
quantum accommodation restrictions. 

SUSY gives each fermion field 
particle a boson 'spartner', and vice 
versa, doubling the total number of 
particles on the menu. Quarks pair 
with 'squarks', leptons with 'sleptons', 
photons with 'photinos', etc. 

As well as having amusing names, 
these additional particles provide an 
immediate potential source of 'dark 
matter' - the as yet invisible material 
which nevertheless has to provide 
the bulk of the mass of the Universe. 
Of all the SUSY particles, the most 
interesting is the lightest (probably 
the photino). The SUSY particles 
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Aurore Savoy-Navarro was one of the 
organizers of the recent 'Ten years of SUSY 
confronting experiment' workshop at CERN. 
Introducing the event she called for 
supersymmetry (SUSY) 'to be brought out of 
the ghetto'. 

form a chain, with heavier ones 
decaying into lighter ones. Eventually 
SUSY matter falls to the level of the 
lightest particle, and there becomes 
stable. This sets a stage for dark 
matter. 

The special relations between 
SUSY's fermion and boson partners 
also lead to the neat cancellation of 
otherwise troublesome mathematical 
divergences. Whenever this hap
pens, theorists are always convinced 
they are on to something. 

Appealing though this scheme is, 
no explicit trace of any sparticle has 
been found in the past decade. 
Undeterred, the CERN workshop 
duly surveyed the graveyard of all the 
various searches, and displayed the 
limits beyond which ongoing or new 
experiments have to probe. 

However in 1991 SUSY hopes 
soared with the appearance of new 
precision information from experi
ments at CERN's LEP electron-
positron collider. This gave more 
confident extrapolations from present 

energy levels towards an eventual 
GUT limit. These suggested that 
unaided, the forces would not con
verge in one place. Some new 
behaviour looked like setting in 
around 1000 GeV to take over from 
the low energy extrapolations and 
steer them correctly towards a 
common convergence. 

This has catalysed a new round of 
highly motivated analyses giving 
possible bounds and limits on SUSY 
parameters. Additional information on 
SUSY bounds comes from the 
sophisticated schemes incorporating 
radiative corrections to provide 
Standard Model and other limits. 

However several speakers at the 
workshop stressed that immediate 
progress is difficult pending discovery 
of the sixth ('top') quark. Once this 
particle is found and its mass accu
rately measured, a blindfold will have 
been removed. 

Another difficulty is the mystery 
surrounding the Higgs sector, the 
mechanism (whatever it is) responsi
ble for the spontaneous symmetry 
breaking at the heart of the 
electroweak picture. Here again, 
ongoing experiments are succes
sively pushing back the limits, but 
with theorists unsure about the exact 
form of the mechanism, these uncer
tainties are easier to live with. 

As well as charting the limits con
tributed by past and current experi
ments, the CERN workshop as
sessed in detail the SUSY potential 
of experiments still in the pipeline. 
These will make their contribution 
later this decade, or even in the next. 
The big collaborations preparing for 
these studies have already done a lot 
of SUSY groundwork. 

In the search for the lightest SUSY 
particle, accelerator experiments are 
complemented by studies at large 
underground detectors constantly 
searching for the chance arrival of 

projectiles from the cosmos ('SUSY 
from the sky'). Searches would 
benefit from new experimental 
techniques, like low temperature 
calorimetry, now being perfected. 

Perhaps the most intriguing hint of 
all comes from the new results from 
the COBE satellite on the tiny fluctua
tions in the micfowave background 
radiation. These slight ripples mirror 
the initial quantum seeds of the Big 
Bang itself. At the CERN workshop, 
summarizer Ugo Amaldi pointed out 
an intriguing coincidence. The GUT 
limit, where all forces have equal 
strength, looks to be very close to the 
scale parameter characterizing the 
super-rapid inflation which trans
formed a random quantum fluctuation 
into an infant Universe. 

Are we receiving a message? 

MEDITERRANEAN 
Underwater neutrinos 
get off the ground 

Now funded is the initial stage of 
NESTOR, an imaginative new 
programme for a dedicated underwa
ter neutrino astroparticle physics 
laboratory. Located in the interna
tional waters off the southernmost 
corner of continental Europe near the 
town of Pylos in S.W. Greece, 
NESTOR (NEutrinos from Superno-
vae and TeV sources Ocean Range) 
recalls the wise king of Pylos who 
counselled the Greeks during the 
Trojan war, an excellent tradition for 
new scientific goals of detecting 
neutrinos. 

The main initial objective is to build 
a deep water, high energy neutrino 
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